Suppression of inspiratory fast rhythm, but not bilateral short-term synchronization, by morphine in anesthetized rabbit.
To better understand the involvement of opioid receptor systems in the respiratory control, effects of morphine on the high-frequency component of inspiratory nerve discharge were evaluated. The inspiratory fast rhythm in the bilateral phrenic nerve discharge of anesthetized and artificially ventilated rabbits was analyzed with power spectral and coherence functions. Morphine (0.625-10 mg/kg, i.v.) decreased the amplitude and frequency of the inspiratory fast rhythm in a dose-dependent manner via naloxone-sensitive mechanisms. In contrast, the bilateral short-time scale correlation of the phrenic fast rhythm was resistant to morphine even at a strong suppression of the respiratory activities. It is concluded that there is little influence of opioid receptor system to the neural connectivity underlying bilateral phrenic synchronization.